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There are times in our lives when
even small birds need special help.
Such was the case with two little
parakeets. Now known as Hop
and Skip.

keet got its leg caught between the
bars and the leg band caused the
bird to wrench it’s leg free, causing
an injury which resulted in its leg
also being removed.

A special thanks goes out to Amber O and Lin W for stepping up to
the challenge and paying veterinarian bills for two parakeets in different homes when each received
a leg injury. Unfortunately, each
parakeet had to have surgery and
a leg was removed due to injuries.

Cindy W drove to Anchorage with
the second bird and Amber picked
up the bird in the parking lot of the
American Red Cross just before
the Amateur Radio Class Cindy W
was enrolled in. Amber took the
bird home and the two birds, each
with the opposite legs removed,
could be buddies and become
cage mates.

In Amber’s case, the parakeet in
her house became an accomplished escape artist and landed
on another birds’ cage. The resulting injury caused by the caged bird
cost the parakeet a leg. She paid
for that surgery and decided that
this bird would be rehabilitated and
a special needs home would need
to be found in the future..
In an unrelated situation, another
parakeet residing in Wasilla suffered a mysterious leg injury and
had the opposite leg removed. Lin
W paid for the emergency surgery
for that bird. Cindy W picked the
parakeet up at the vets and kept it
over the weekend before it went in
for surgery. Although not confirmed, it was suspected the para-

Each bird has recovered from their
injuries and because of their personalities, and the trauma they and
their care givers or owners went
through, it was felt that they deserved to be recognized as bird (s)
of the month.
Photo 1 - Hop
and Skip
Photo 2 - Hop
and Skip
Photo 3 - Hop
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No Newsletter? Need Extra Copies of the Newsletter?
Pick it up at any of the following locations:

All Creatures Veterinary Clinic
Mi 7.4 Palmer-Wasilla Hwy
376-7930
Alaska Mill & Feed
1501 E 1st Ave
276-6016
Alaska Pet-ography
9130 Elim St (on Abbot
across from Fred Meyer)
868-1680
Animal Food Warehouse PetZoo
Anchorage - 901 E Dimond Blvd
344-2966
ER -12046 Business Blvd
622-2966
Palmer - 10201 E Palmer-Wasilla
Hwy 746-0056
Wasilla - 1481 E Parks Hwy
357-7335
Chester Valley Veterinary
1571 Muldoon Rd
333-6591
College Village
2036 E Northern Lights Blvd
274-5623
Hillside Pet Clinic
2101 Abbott Rd #1
344-7913
Northern Lights Veterinary &
Laser Center Inc
2002 W Benson Blvd
276-2340

North Star Animal Hospital
840 S Cobb St (Palmer)
907-746-7387
Palmer Veterinary Clinic
Mike 39 Glenn Hwy
745-3219
Petco
8621 Old Seward Hwy
365-5500
Pet Emergency
2320 E Dowling Rd
274-5636
The Animal House
219 E International Airport Rd
561-7387
The Pet Stop
1921 W Dimond Blvd
522-1006
VCA Alaska Pet Care
3900 Lake Otis Pkwy
562-7387
VCA Alpine Animal Hospital
12531 Old Seward Hwy
345-1515
VCA Eagle River Animal
Hospital
11710 Business Blvd.
694-3800
VCA E Anch. Animal Hospital
2639 Boniface Pkwy
337-1561
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Bird News from the Secretary - Deonna Powers
The Alaska Bird Club Board meeting
for September 27th, 2008.
In attendance: Leanna R, Jennifer
S, Kathleen O , Cindy W , Dee P,
Amber O, Ann G, and Gary W.
The discussion of the Election Chair
was decided to be Rayma. She will
be responsible to print nomination
forms. The Election Chair will forward all the nominations.
The bird of the month for November
are Hop and Skip.
How to series will be on how to build
transport kennels for birds. Jen will
be bringing a kennel.
Bird of the month for December will
be Gulliver
The how to series, will be on informing about Soy Candle and the safety
for our birds by Dee P. We will be
able to make our own small candle
at the meeting. She will show us the
differences in quality of waxes, wick
and the differences in oils and essence’s
Discussion on the PetFinder grants:
We need to obtain our laptop (Gary
is looking into the Laptop). The radios have been ordered and have
been delivered. They are currently
at Kathleen O’s house waiting to be
programmed with the proper frequencies. All information for the
grant must be turned in by mid-

October.
Kathleen O and Cindy W have volunteered to go to Homer for setting
up a satellite program. They are
leaving November 8; Leanna has
donated a ticket to assist in the
travel.

will need to get them adopted out.
In Soldotna there are 2 more Sterling doves in the program that need
adopted.

Dee P will be at the Pet Zoo on November 8th.
There was a discussion on the purchase of coffee carafes for the
TABC monthly meeting, Amber will
be checking into the price.
Jen will be checking on the Seminar
Banner at the Storage unit. Jen advised that it was in a box in the storage. As far as we know a new or
several new banners we should order for next seminar.
The Status report on the Seminar
was given by Kathleen O, Committee Chair, discussed the silent auction ideas and donations. It is arranged as to when we would be
able to set up. Help was discussed
to ask members to volunteer for the
seminar.
Cindy W, director of the Adopt a
Bird committee, reported an update
on the adoption of the cockatiels in
the valley. These birds have all
been to the Valley for fostering
Kathleen O still has Doves in her
possession for placement and we

TABC’s Mission
Statement

Board Meeting Info Open to the public

The Alaska Bird Club’s mission is to promote responsible avian ownership through education and
when possible, to provide rescue and adoption
services for abandoned and unwanted birds in
communities across Alaska.

The Board meets the last Saturday of every
month at 12:00 PM
Denny’s on Northern Lights.
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Presidents Perch 2008—Leanna Rein
President’s Perch November, 2008
Updates from Your Board of Directors
President’s Perch - November, 2008
TABC was very fortunate to host another successful seminar last month. This year’s
speaker gave us another set of ‘tools’ for our
‘toolbox’ to be used in our day-to-day interactions with our birds. If you missed Ms. Friedman’s presentation, I would encourage you to
go to her website and sign up for her trainings. Using positive behavioral supports can
help shape successful interactions with pets
and people and has been proven to work!!

fordable place and the bird isn’t allowed. If
you have the ability to support a bird in need,
please consider becoming a foster provider
or, better yet, adopt a bird in need! If these
aren’t options, please consider sharing by
making a donation to a shelter, adoption
agency or sanctuary. It doesn’t take a lot to
make a huge difference and in doing so,
sharing your blessings with others!
Have a safe and peaceful Thanksgiving!
Leanna Rein, President

November is the month that TABC holds
nominations for Board of Directors. Ballots
will be mailed to all active members. The results will be announced at the December
meeting. Please vote if you receive a ballot!
This month also serves as a reminder to be
thankful for the blessings that we all have! I
often hear how someone’s parrot has added
humor or adventure to their life and sometimes in very dramatic ways. I certainly am
thankful for what each of my birds has added
to my life! To say that they have added adventure would be an understatement! The
truth is, our pets bless us in many ways. In
these hard economic times, it’s important to
remember that as people struggle to make
ends meet, birds sometimes are last on the
list of priorities. If you come across a situation like this, please consider sharing your
blessings by giving the owner a bird toy or a
treat. Sadly, with the economic downturn,
TABC and adoption agencies across the
country are seeing an increase in people
needing to place their birds because they
simply can’t afford to keep them any longer or
the family has to move to a smaller, more afALASKA BIRD NEWS

Leach Seed & Nuts Orders
The Alaska Bird Club is now placing orders for
Hook Bill Cuisine and other items. Place your
order at the next bird club meeting and it will
arrive in time for the next monthly meeting.
**Note: The Hook Bill Cuisine and other nut
and seed products are not intended to be your
birds sole food, it is designed to be a supplement to pellets, fruits and vegetables.
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Adopt-a-Bird Program—Cindy Welbourne
.We still have approximately 11 cockatiels in the
program and are getting 11 more. We are currently looking for a foster home willing to take in
all 11 of the new ones. They need to be in a bird
free home and must be quarantined for at least
45 days. We will be trying to set up homes during their quarantine period so they can go to their
new homes as soon as quarantine is over.
Adoption fees are $35.00 for a single bird or
$50.00 for two. We would prefer they be
adopted in buddy pairs if possible.
Our trip to Homer is tentatively scheduled for November 8th. Hopefully we will be able to meet
with several people from Homer and possibly
some from Sterling. This is to prepare for a Satellite Bird Club. If this works, we will be greatly
increasing the availability of adoptions there. It
will also help to keep people on the Peninsula
more informed of what the Bird Club is doing.
The Adopt-A-Bird Program will no longer be taking in Doves. Unfortunately, we have not been
able to find quality homes for the doves that

come into the program in a timely manner. They
are spending 6 to 10 months in foster homes.
This is tying up much needed resources. This has
been an on going problem for the last several
years and we can no longer afford to do this. We
have had our foster homes stretched to the limit
for the last two years. If you know of any group
willing to take in doves, please let us know and we
will refer people who call us.
Thanks to all the volunteers who help to make this
Program the success it is.
Cindy Welbourne
Adopt-A-Bird Director

Burt—the greenwing—photo
provided by Lin
W

Rainbow Bridge
"TABC has received sad news that Burt, the macaw has passed away. He was a magnificent spirit, a beautiful
green-wing and buddy to George, the macaw, and his caretaker, April.. He came into April's life as a chronically ill bird. April adopted Burt, knowing he would required extraordinary care and in doing so reunited Burt
with George after many years of separation. We are all better people because of our interactions with Burt,
George and April. Thank you April for all that you have done for Burt and other birds in need!" - submission
written by Leanna R
If you have a beloved avian companion you wish to be mentioned in our newsletter please email your information (photo optional) to Kathleen at kok@woodscross.net

Club Meeting Information

First Tuesday of each month. Be sure to join us!
We love hearing about your birds,
but we ask that you do not bring them to the meetings;
unless they are our Feature Bird of the Month,
or are participants in special programs.
Serendipity Adult Day Services
3550 E 20th Ave.
(Doors open at 6:30 to socialize)
7:00pm - 9:00pm
ALASKA BIRD NEWS

Website to consider:
Check out The Alaska Bird Club’s new Online
Store! Now you can order exactly what you
want in the size and color that works best for
you and it will ship to your home!

http://www.cafepress.com/akbirdclub/
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AAV REPORT
OCTOBER 2008
Diagnosis and Treatment of Aggression in
Pet Birds Part II
Lori Gaskins, DVM, Dipl ACVB
Safety and Avoidance
The first steps in treating an aggressive bird are to
ensure the safety of everyone involved and avoid
situations that trigger aggression. If a bird becomes aggressive in response to an action by the
owner, then that action needs to be avoided. Aggression is rarely unpredictable—if a bird bites
every time you stick your finger in the cage, don't
stick your finger in the cage.
When asked, owners can often pinpoint predictable situations in which aggression occurs. Avoidance prohibits the bird from acting upon that aggression. Communication is a two-way street. If
they want their birds to be less aggressive they
must show the bird that they understand their actions.
The next step is to make interactions between bird
and owner both positive and predictable. This involves teaching a cue, such as step up or step
down, then using this as a means of initiating interaction with the bird. Only positive reinforcement
should be used to teach these cues. Food is the
.Release #10, October, 2008. The Association

of Avian Veterinarians welcomes membership
from veterinarians with an interest in avian
medicine. Annual meetings and a quarterly
journal provide a format for the latest in avian
medical information. Is your veterinarian a
member?
The Alaska Bird Club is looking for people who
purchased the Northern Lights Coupon Book.
Specifically the Veterinary discounts:
VCA Veterinary Discounts
VCA Micro-chipping
If you do not plan to uses these, please consider
donating them to the club.
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easiest lure in teaching. This involves the owner
luring the bird into doing a desired behavior for a
desired treat. The bird must not be forced into behaviors.
The sequence is: The owner requests a behavior,
bird responds appropriately, bird gets treat. Using
visual cues makes this easier than trying to make
the bird understand spoken words.
Training the bird not to be aggressive is a long
process. Systematic desensitization and counterconditioning are used. Repeating a situation that
normally triggers aggression, and rewarding each
small increment that the bird permits without aggression, usually works. If the owner triggers aggression during this process, then it may be necessary to backtrack several steps and work up to
that point again. Reward calmness and halt the
session before that point is reached again.
Another method is substitution. If a bird lunges
when the owner goes to open the cage, teach the
bird to go to the back of the cage for a treat while
the door is opened. The bird cannot lunge at the
door AND receive a treat at the back of the cage.
In this instance, the reward is for the bird making
the right decision.

FUNDRAISER TABLE
Lin W
Diane R
Cindy W
Jennifer S
Angela T
Leanna R
Janice P
Kathy O

Coffee mugs
Pictures, knick knacks
Toys
Knick knacks, toys, bird books
Knick knacks
Knick knacks, toys
Puzzles
Knick knacks, toys

Silent Auction Items
Kathy O
Jennifer S
Leanna R
Cindy W
Costco
Diane R
Norwegian Wood

Vest, art
Bird play stand
Bird Lamp
Bird stands
Cage
Bird Wind Chime
Bird perches
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How to Series...Let Your Birds Eat Pumpkins
To microwave a pumpkin for your feathered friend
to enjoy is easy. (This is for a 6" diameter pumpkin)
Cut a circle in the top just like you would do if you
were going to clean out the pumpkin to carve.
DO NOT CLEAN OUT THE INSIDE. Carve your
pumpkin replacing large pieces like eyes and
mouths if possible.
Poke all over with a fork. Replace top.

One carved and cooked pumpkin

Place in microwave. Cook on high 3 minutes. Test for doneness by pricking with a
fork. Cook in 2 minute intervals if not done. When
tender, remove top, set aside for several hours to
cool completely.
Spread out a tarp, put the pumpkin in the middle,
then add bird. Stand back and laugh!!
Happy Halloween!
Cindy W

Cindy W’s Quigley attacks the pumpkin. as she holds it

Pop a small pumpkin into the microwave
Pumpkin aftermath

REMEM BER: Teflon and other nonstick finishes (like a self-cleaning oven, or some irons
and hair dryers) are deadly to your bird. Do not
take chances. Bird deaths have been recorded
when nonstick cookware was used even at
low temperatures.
Consider replacing all Teflon & other non-stick
items in your home even if not used around your birds. If it’s not good
for them is it really good for us ?
ALASKA BIRD NEWS

Caution:

Avocado pits or flesh, cherry pits or any kind of
fruit pit, chocolate, foods containing caffeine,
or alcohol. These can kill your parrot!
Also avoid asparagus, eggplant, cabbage,
caffeine products, junk food, milk & cream, raw
potato, and rhubarb (including the leaves).
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Find an avian vet and have your birds checked annually
The following list of Clinics have vets, which indicated an interest or a specialty in avian care. This is not a complete list, but to help you find an avian vet. Ask your vet if they are experienced in bird care and if not find one that
is.
VCA Alaska Pet Care
3900 Lake Otis Pkwy, Anchorage
(907) 562-7387
Dr. Jackie Frederickson
College Village Animal Clinic
2036 E. Northern Lights Blvd, Anchorage
(907) 274-5623
Dr. Jon Basler
Dr. Pam Bluestone
Dr. Pam Tuomi
Pet Emergency & Treatment Inc
(PET)
2320 E Dowling Rd, Anchorage
(907) 274-5636
Dr. Kathy Doty

Chester Valley Veterinary Hospital
1571 Muldoon Rd, Anchorage
(907) 333-6591
Dr. Thomas
All Creatures Veterinary Clinic
Mi 7.4 Palmer-Wasilla Hwy, Wasilla
(907) 376-7930
Dr. Cuthbert
Palmer Veterinary Clinic
Mi 39 Glen Hwy, Palmer
(907) 745-3219
Dr Ronald Williams

Peninsula Veterinary Services
48213 Funny River Rd, Soldotna
(907) 260-5850
(907) 252-7806 Cell
(Will do “barn” calls)
Dr. Nybakken
Mt McKinley Animal Hospital
800 College Rd, Fairbanks
(907) 452-6104

Northern Lights Veterinary and
Laser Center Inc.
2002 W Bensen Blvd, Anchorage
(907) 279-2340
Dr. Cathy L. Hawn

Burning of scented candles or any candles with leaded
wicks in the home, carry a chemical scent in the air that can
clog your bird’s air sacs and can basically drown them.
This includes air fresheners, fabric cleaners, oven cleaners,
etc.
ALASKA BIRD NEWS

North Star Animal Hospital
840 S Cobb St, Palmer
907-746-7387
Dr. Teresa Beck

Birds of the Month Needed
Is your bird interested in being the next bird
of the month? If so, contact Kathleen
O’Keefe at kok@woodsccross.net and we
will reserve a spot for them.
They will get to make a guest appearance at
the membership meeting the month they are
featured!
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Seminar 2008 - Presenter Susan G Friedman, Ph. D.

Susan G Friedman

On Saturday, October 18th, Dr.
Susan Friedman presented,
“Behavior Works: How to Teach So
That Parrots Learn”, at the 10th annual Alaska Bird Club companion
bird seminar. Dr. Friedman is a psychology professor at Utah State University. Her area of interest is learning and behavior with a special emphasis on children’s behavior disorders. Susan has a keen interest in
preventing and resolving the behavior problems experienced by captive
animals and has applied to them the
same humane philosophy and scientifically sound teaching technology
from the field of Applied Behavior
Analysis.
Dr. Friedman reviewed the principles of Applied Behavior Analysis
and taught everyone how to use
those skills to assess and change
problem behaviors. For many attending the seminar, the main insight
of the day was that in all interaction
with our parrots, there is training
occurring. Susan taught how to use
positive reinforcement to facilitate
desired behavior rather than force.
Using facilitation rather than force
gives us the ability to focus on parrot’s extraordinary biologic capacity
to learn by interacting with their environment.
In this seminar, Dr. Friedman
pointed out that behavior is not
something an animal has, but rather

something it does given certain conditions. Susan explained that problem behaviors are due to the conditions in which the behavior is demonstrated and she taught us how to
use ABC analysis to identify and
understand specific behaviors. The
letters stand for antecedents, behavior and consequences. Antecedents
are those stimuli, events or conditions that occur immediately before
the behavior, which function to set
the occasion for the bird to exhibit
the behavior. Consequences are
those stimuli, events or conditions
that occur immediately after the behavior, which function as feedback
about how to behave again in the
future.
The process of analyzing the ABCs
is known as Functional Assessment/
Analysis. Dr. Friedman stressed that
“the power to teach effectively
comes from controlling the antecedents and consequences, not the
bird.” When we understand how
behavior works, we can use that
knowledge to empower our parrots
by allowing them control over their
environments. As Susan writes in
her article, He Said, She Said, Science Says, “People should view
forceful and coercive training methods as stealing behavior that can be
given to us instead by skillful use of
positive reinforcement and facilitative antecedents. Keeping parrots
offers us this opportunity and this
responsibility to educate ourselves
about teaching and learning. It’s fortunate for parrots and people that we
are empowered to choose a more
humane and effective road.”
Dr. Friedman donated two “nowaiting” passes to Living and Learning with Parrots, LLP. LLP is an 8
week long ListServ course designed
to teach participants how parrots
learn. The focus is on analyzing the

ways in which the caregiver’s interactions and environmental arrangements maintain existing problem
behaviors and how more adaptive
behaviors can be taught through the
use of positive reinforcement. Currently there is an 18 month waiting
list to attend the course. The two
winners will be able to attend the
next class that starts in January if
they choose with no waiting. Susan
will also cover the $50 donation that
is requested of each participant to a
specific worthy bird cause that she
chooses for each class.
Susan Friedman, Ph.D., takes every
opportunity to share her knowledge
to enrich the lives of all learners.
The Alaska Bird Club was fortunate
indeed to have her present at this
year’s seminar. Susan’s enlightening work gives us tools to solve behavior problems and improve our
relationships with our parrots. By
understanding the fundamental principles of learning and behavior and
the associated teaching technology,
companion parrot owners can facilitate successful parrot behaviors using positive reinforcement.
To read Susan’s articles go to:
http://
www.thegabrielfoundation.org/html/
friedman.htm

Rear view of only one side of the room

THE ALASKA BIRD CLUB MEMBERSHIP FORM 2008
www.alaskabirdclub.org e-mail: akbirdclub@yahoo.com phone: 868-9070
Non Profit Club EIN# 92-0134866
The Alaska Bird Club’s mission is to promote responsible avian ownership through education and when possible, to
provide rescue and adoption services for abandoned and unwanted birds in communities across Alaska.
We are a statewide 501(c)(3) [non-profit]
educational club.
All money collected as dues is used to
provide educational training and activities to assist people in caring for companion birds.
Our main
activities include convening educational monthly membership meetings, producing a monthly newsletter, offering an
annual seminar featuring experts in avian care and managing a website. Additionally, The Alaska Bird Club manages
a statewide Adopt-A-Bird Program offering placement referrals, emergency/foster care and rescue services. The
Alaska Bird Club also has a Lost/Found-Rescue Committee that aids in the rescue and capture of lost birds. There
are numerous other activities and services that The ABC offers. You do not have to attend the meetings to be a
member.

MEMBERSHIPS:
Membership is due annually, and runs from January 1st—December 31st. (rate discount of 50% applies to
members joining in August and later). New members receive membership packets and free newsletter mailings.

___ Single: $20.00 ___ Family: $25.00

Mail Payment and form to:

The Alaska Bird Club, PO Box 101825, Anchorage, AK 99510
Name(s): ______________________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________City___________________State______Zip________
Phone:____________________________ E-Mail address___________________________
Type of Companion Birds you live with and their names:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________
How would you like to receive your newsletter? US Mail ___ e-mail ___ pick-up at membership meeting ___
Would you like to be listed on a registry that is available to other members? Yes ___ No ___
Would you be interested in carpooling from the Valley with other members? Yes ___ No ___
Would you like to be on a committee? Yes ___ No ___ and if so, do you have a preference?
Adopt-A-Bird: ___ Lost/Found-Rescue Committee: ___ Hospitality Committee: ___ Membership Committee: ___
Educational Committee: ___ Seminar Committee: ___ Emergency Services Committee: ___
Other: _____________________________________
The Bird Club uses e-mail as the preferred method of communication. Do you wish to be included on this mailing list
or not? Yes ____ No ____
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!!

Advertising Rates For The Alaska Bird Club News
Full Page ................. $50.00 per month
Half Page ................ $30.00 per month
Quarter Page …………$15.00 per month
Business Card ...........$7.50 per month

For further information about advertising, email akbirdclub@yahoo.com
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Classified Ads
There is a $5.00 monthly fee for both members and non-members.
Current members who pay for a
classified listing will receive a free identical website listing for free.
The monthly fee must be received
before the newsletter goes to print.
Send to PO Box 101825, Anchorage, AK 99510.
Classified listings must be no more than 10 total lines. Email Jennifer Slaughter with your ad birdabode@gci.net.

Recommended Care of Pet Birds
The Alaska Bird Club’s
Recommended Care of Pet Birds
booklet is FREE and available for download on
our
website: www.alaskabirdclub.org. Follow the
link on the left marked Bird Care, click
Downloads and then select “The Recommended
Care of Pet Birds” in a PDF, HTML, or Word
format.
Please feel free to download/print as needed.

Bird Toys Galore and More!
Come see what’s in Casper’s Closet at
www.casperscloset.com
Bird Toys, Bird Supplies, Bird Food
Parrot Knick-Knacks
Cage Enrichment Consultations
Toy Making Parties
Basic Bird Care Instructions
Custom made bird toys
(907) 868-8058

Parrot Behavior Consultations
Need help with any of the following?
Aggression, Excessive screaming, Inappropriate
vocalizations, Feather Destructive Behaviors, Diet,
Environmental Enrichment
Contact Karen Webster to schedule your
consultation today:
929-BIRD (2473) or akpeac@gmail.com
ALASKA BIRD NEWS
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More

Alaska Style from David Jensen Photography
Visit David’s website at: www.alaskaportraits.com .
9130 Elim Street
Anchorage AK 99507
868-1680 Office
341-1030 Fax

Photog Blog
Monthly Web Specials
New Portrait Galleries
New Wedding Galleries
Meet the personalities behind the cameras!
Tour our Studio  Meet the Paparazzi  See the Jensen Zoo  Catch David in action.

David
868-1680 david@alaskaportraits.com
David Jensen has been our volunteer judge for our photography
contest every year at the Alaska Bird Club for over three years
now.
His dynamic personality and talent for capturing the spirit of
your pet is amazing.

The Alaska Bird Club
PO Box 101825
Anchorage, AK 99510

